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MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

How long have you been involved with Wix.com?  

We have been active developers with Wix since 2001. In fact, Inphinnity was one of the original 

clients of Wix.com. The designer choose Wix for several simple reasons.  

The Wix website builder is a simplified way to create a website. It runs in your web browser (no 

need to install any software) and already provides its own web hosting. You sign up, we help 

you select a template design, and then we start creating & modifying the coding to make your 

site uniquely personalized. Once we are done, it doesn’t require any advanced technical skills to 

manage or maintain. It contains a excellent tutorial on board. 

Wix visually impressive layouts become the starting point for our development & are designed 

for small businesses, restaurants, churches, ministries, online stores and artists such as 

musicians and photographers. A key feature is – Wix is optimized for mobile devices and can be 

spiced up with one of the numerous apps available from the Wix App Market. 

The basic infrastructure of Wix is pre-set, much like a “prefabricated house.” We can, however, 

paint the walls & decorate your homesite to match your artistic tastes. This is where Inphinnity 

Website development comes in. We will customize the inside of your new home with high-end 

graphics and functionality.   

How many Wix web sites & media production projects have you developed?  

We have been the key developers of 15+ websites. More importantly, advised, analyzed & 

revised 50+ websites.  IM Productions has produced well over 150 short-films, music videos & 

corporate illustrative media-bites. We have produced 800+ audio broadcasts & podcasts. Our 

experience spans from a simple blog-site to that of a sophisticated website, video productions & 

more.  Graphic design, tagging & SEO placement are our strongest skills.  

Are you good at customizing templates?  

A few points here… First, know that, when all developers deviate from a given design template, 

the more time it’s going to take the developer to bring your desires to life but, this is where we 

do our best work. We recommend all of our clients to customize templates. But, customizing 

templates does take a bit of time & skill and this is why we offer “package deals.” The more 

you’re wanting to customize a template, the more experience is needed, experience we have. 

What’s your capability in terms of the server environment?  

Thankfully, this does not come up too often with Wix installs — who is a server hosting company 

specializing in major CMS (Content Management System) web sites. Note…Inphinnity only 

uses Wix because of their level of professional hosting, CMS user friendly structure, while they 

view CMS as a commodity. Bottomline, Wix does most of the work.  Wix has removed the 
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“headache” of CMS server nightmares.  In the end, this translates into a considerable time 

saving commodity.  And…for developers & website managers – time is money.  

What SEO services & tag placement do you offer?  

Great question! Most surface internet clients do not realize the importance of SEO services and 

tag placement. Search Engine Optimization is a methodology of strategies, techniques and 

tactics used to increase the number of visitors to a website by obtaining a high-ranking 

placement in the search results page of a search engine (SERP) — including Google, Bing, 

Yahoo and other search engines. 

Not everyone wants or needs to be found in the organic search listings, but this is quite a 

common request — and, it really helps the client’s main objective, to be found on the internet. 

The good news is, Wix provides the SEO shell for the developer. A great developer will 

maximize every image, word and media link to build SEO best practices into the site they are 

developing. Inphinnity has the experience in marketing/SEO knowledge as well as tech 

capabilities. 

What kind of marketing background do you have?  

We have a plethora of experience. This is related to the previous item, but extends beyond SEO 

and into the fields of (more broadly) internet marketing and (more broadly again) traditional 

marketing. One glaring example we see routinely is when sites host their own videos, for 

example. We believe this is (almost always) a tragic missed SEO opportunity because, if you 

were to post them on Youtube and then embed them, you could link back to your site from 

Youtube, include a description and keywords there, and enjoy other similar benefits. (Bandwidth 

is another reason to host them off-site, btw. Why push the limits of your own bandwidth when 

you can let Youtube carry that load for free?) The primary burden of SEO marketing will start 

with the developer but end with the client. Marketing is an endless, and weekly, endeavor.   

How well do you know CSS?  

Very little. We understand the language but, we don’t want to do it. CSS is the language for 

describing the presentation of Web pages, including colors, layout, and fonts. It allows one to 

adapt the presentation to different types of devices, such as large screens, small screens, or 

printers. CSS is independent of HTML and can be used with any XML-based markup language. 

Inphinnity leaves this to Wix. This is one of the primary reasons we make use of Wix as a 

foundation. CSS is done! 

What’s your process for developing a web site?  

Each developer has their own answer to this question.  The following is ours: 

1. Client interest… 

2. Client studies the Website Design & Media Development Quotation. 

3. Client carefully reviews the “Most Commonly Asked Questions.” 

4. Client submits the Phase One Introductory Form. 

5. Inphinnity reviews initial application. 

6. If needs, and/or request, match the skill set of Inphinnity, the second form is sent to the 

applicant. 

7. The second form is reviewed for possible contract agreement. 
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8. Client is notified of the projected costs via invoice. 

9. An agreement is established. 

10. The client submits payment for the first 50% of the agreed costs. 

11. The process of data gathering on CSS preferences (color, templates, image uploads 

etc.) This step will remain active until the website/media pallet is agreeable to the client. 

12. The developer goes to work on migrating/integrating CSS content into all aspects of the 

website, and/or media, content.  

13. At the conclusion of development, the client is invoiced for the last 50% of agreed 

payment of services. 

What complimentary skills do you bring to the table?  

SEO, marketing, writing, editing (final edit is client’s responsibility), communications, basic 

public representation, graphic design, code management, video production, file placement & 

social media readiness.  And…if we don’t have the skill set, we go find it. 

What about security? 

These days, with hackers and hacking stories topping headlines, security is an ongoing 

concern. Thankfully, Wix has our backs! I have worked directly with Wix since 2001 and I have 

never had a security breach to this day.  

Final note: The Wix rates: (we recommend starting with the Unlimited plan) 
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